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You may think I am way out on a limb with that title, but I send you here to see I am not the only one
saying this is a psyop. That's an anonymous author reprinted at Zerohedge, and he only gets you
started, but he is absolutely right. And it isn't just the photos, film, and dialog that is being faked. It is
the whole kit and kaboodle, from the top down and the bottom up. Putin is just the Hollywood bad guy
and he needs to grow a mustache he can twirl while he is cackling evilly. Someone buy him a fluffy
white cat and a Mini-me. Oh, wait, he is already his own Mini-me.
We even have mini-me Sean Penn involved, to prove this is Hollywood. Although Penn is a cousin of
Putin,* he is being photographed with Zelensky for some reason. I guess Zelensky is another Jewishactor mini-me cousin.

See this video of Penn being interviewed by Anderson [Vanderbilt] Cooper on CNN on Friday. It is
beyond my comprehension that they think anyone will find this convincing. The intro by Cooper is bad
enough, since he comes off as completely plastic, fake, and untrustworthy in the extreme. But when
Penn comes on we drop another notch. He looks like a bum: he can't be bothered to brush his hair or
put in his teeth, and he sounds perpetually stoned. He comes off as mentally unwell, since his
comments are barely coherent. We don't know what has brought him to this pass, whether it is the
vaccines, the PEDS he uses to keep his biceps inflated, or alcoholism, but it is painful to witness. He
tries to sell Zelensky as a great hero, but the whole thing is a major flop. Did the producers at CNN
really not see this? Are they also brain-damaged from their vaccines? I can't imagine this is yet
another planned fail, since I can't see who it benefits.
[Added next day: Still don't believe me? Well, did you know that before becoming President of
Ukraine, Zelensky was an actor, comedian, director and producer? You really need to watch that
youtube clip. He has a page at IMDB.]**
I knew this was a fake even before it started. We have been predicting they would start a fake war in
order to cover up the Covid and vaccine crime against humanity and the upcoming Trucker-led
revolution in the US. This is a obvious wag-the-dog moment, and Robert DeNiro must be chuckling
softly to his mini-me self somewhere in Malibu.
Besides the two reasons I just gave, there is the usual third reason for this latest fake war: to bill the
treasury for billions in deployment costs, new weapons, etc. All one more scam, since nothing is really
being deployed and the weapons have been marked up by 10,000%. And remember, it comes right out
of your taxes. If the Phoenicians can't soak you for deadly vaccines or stimulus packages that stimulate
only the rich, they will soak you with a fake war and inflated prices across the board. Then, because
the wealthy are getting wealthier, they will tell you the economy is booming. And it is: the economy of
rapine by the top 1% is booming like never before.
And of course the “alternative press” like Tucker Carlson, Alex Jones, Mike Adams, and Gateway
Pundit are selling the war as real. I also predicted that. They have been instructed to spin it red and
anti-blue, but otherwise are letting it ride. They are also drumming on the old nuclear war fear—the
same fake beat we have had playing in the background since 1945. And this time adding to it with fear
porn about Chernobyl, as if that is still hot and ready to blow. So now that your Covid fears are
subsiding a bit, you better start practicing your old duck-and-cover routine again.
Just to be clear, there are no nukes and never have been. So stay calm and tell the Phoenicians to
phoeck off.
[Added next day: and in other news, the clownworld shit-show continues to escalate, as the head of
MI6 claims the war in Ukraine is about LGBT. FEMA is recommending that in case a nuclear bomb
explodes near you, the first thing you should do is social distance and wear a mask. And we are
supposed to believe that Putin has sent 400 top assassins to take out Zelensky, like John Wick 3 or
something. Yeah, I'm sure that happened. And don't forget the GOP governors, including Greg Abbott
of Texas, ordering retailers to remove all Russian products, including vodka, from the shelves. That'll
show 'em! I guess they are coming for our Matryoshka dolls next. Roulette will be banned in Vegas.
All people of Russian extraction, including Sean Penn and Leo Dicaprio will be deported.]

*Just a guess, since the genealogies have been mostly scrubbed, but most likely Penn=Pinon=Piron=Peron=Perron
=Pereira=Putyanin=Putin. Why else would this actor be meeting with the head of Russia? Do Russian actors
meet with our Presidents? No, never. But the biggest clue may be Penn's paternal grandmother, Elizabeth
Malinkoff. Misspelled on purpose at Ethnicelebs as Malincoff. That's the same as Malinkov. Now see Georgy
Malenkov, who succeeded Stalin as leader of the Soviet Union in 1953. Do you really think that is a
coincidence? No, I would assume Putin is related to Malenkov as well. His grandfather worked for both Lenin
and Stalin. We are told he was a cook, but that is absurd. Probably a cousin/counsellor. Here is an early picture
of Malenkov:

Gee, who does that look like? I'll give you a second . . . .

The second photo is Zelensky's current photo at IMDB. It is from about 15 years ago, but it helps us because he
is about the same age as Malenkov there. If Malenkov weren't fat, the match would be even closer. Here's a
second set:

Surely you see it?
A l s o s e e https://english.pravda.ru/history/1528-putin_genealogy/.
see https://diehoffnaerrin.wordpress.com/2015/09/26/jewish-roots-of-russian-president-vladimir-putin/
Added March 1, 2022: but it gets even better.
“someone”:

A reader just pointed this out to me.

And

See these pics of

Who is that? He looks like a third twin of Zelensky and Malenkov, doesn't he? He got fat, so we can compare
him to fat Malenkov:

So have you got it? Do you know who that is? That is Sean Penn's brother Chris Penn.
**Zelensky and his company Kvartal95 are mentioned in the Pandora Papers release: "The documents show
that Zelensky and his partners in a television production company, Kvartal95, set up a network of offshore firms
dating back to at least 2012, the year the company began making regular content for TV stations owned by Ihor
Kolomoysky, an oligarch dogged by allegations of multi-billion-dollar fraud. The offshores were also used by
Zelensky associates to purchase and own three prime properties in the center of London."
Where did he get that much money that he had to invest it offshore back in 2012, 10 years ago? Especially given
that TV stardom didn't start till 2015?
"Kolomoysky has a triple Ukraine-Israel-Cyprus citizenship, despite the law penalizing dual citizenship in
Ukraine.[17] By way of explanation, Kolomoyskyi stated that: 'The constitution prohibits double citizenship but
triple citizenship is not forbidden.'"
"Through PrivatBank Kolomoysky controlled Aerosvit Airlines, Dniproavia and Donbassaero.[20] Through the
asset management company Mansvell Enterprises Limited, he controlled Skyways Express, City Airline, and
Cimber Sterling aviation companies.[21] He also has media interests in the 1+1 Media Group, which operates
eight Ukrainian TV channels.[12]"
"After Zelensky's inauguration most leading figures of Kvartal95 joined Zelensky's administration as Deputy
Heads of the Presidential Administration of Ukraine and one was appointed Deputy Head of the Ukrainian
Secret Service.[6][7]"
To sum up, the production company Kvartal 95 that Zelensky (partly) owned via offshore firms in 2012 made
him a star via comedies, shows, etc in 2015 [you can see a history back to 2015 here.] The company wrote and
made the show 'Servant of the People', and had him star in that. It was shown on a TV station owned by Ihor
Kolomoisky. Next, the company paid for him to start the party 'Servant of the People' in real life, and become
president for real, with speeches likely written by the staff in his production company that were now branded as
political advisors. It is like a reality TV show gone live. Another drill sold as live.

Finally, lest you think this indicates the fake war in Ukraine is just a front for squabbling between Russian,
Ukraine, and US oligarchs, I think even that is saying too much. These oligarchs aren't squabbling at all. It is a
continuation of the east-west alliance we have seen since WWII, and this whole thing is manufactured to benefit
both sides, as usual. Not only does it benefit military contractors east and west, it draws eyes off the
international pharmaceutical companies and their paid henchman worldwide in government and media, who are
all complicit in the ongoing crime against humanity. It allows a continued acceleration of the general rape of the
taxpayer, through rising prices, bailouts, and stratospheric new debt.

